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CHAPTER 2

Appearance of Mahjar Poets:

The Christian Arab writers including Khalil Mutran hailed from Syria and Lebanon emigrated in substantial numbers during the late nineteenth century to the land of Egypt, Sudan and others. Many of these emigrants came from the mission schools in Lebanon and were looked upon favourably by the British authorities in Egypt and the Sudan, as they were benefited to a great extent with French, English and their mother tongue Arabic. However, a large number of them went to North or South America, or to Australia or West Africa, and they established thriving merchant communities in major cities such as New York, Rio de Janeiro and San Paulo. These migrations were not without far-reaching cultural effects, because the material wealth sent back to their villages and families by those emigrants who prospered was often accompanied by new ideas and attitudes.

Anyway, by a happy chance, during the first two decades of twentieth century there came together in New York a group of these Syrian and Lebanese emigrants who had a general interest in literature and in poetry in particular. By cooperating and helping each other in their work and ideas, they were able to form a coherent group with common characteristics, and some of them had the
talent to produce work of a quality and originality which became a vital stage in the development of romantic poetry in Arabic.¹

These writers were initially brought together through the journalism of the Arabic-speaking community in New York, and by one literary monthly magazine in particular – *al- Funūn (The Arts)*, edited by Nasib `Arīda. Due to financial problems it appeared only sporadically from 1913 to 1918 and then it disappeared, having produced only twenty-nine numbers in all. Another important outlet for the Mahjar writers was the twice-weekly paper *(al- Saiḥ)* which had been established in New York in 1912 by Abd al-Masīh Ḥaddād. After the collapse of *(al- Funūn)*, the writers decided to organize themselves into a group in order to preserve themselves as a literary movement, and this led to the formation of *(al- Rābiṭa al-qalqmiyyah)* (The Pen Association) in 1920: Jibrān khālīl Jibrān was the first president and Mīkhā’l Nu’āima became the secretary.² *(al- Saiḥ)* took the place of *(al- Funūn)* as the medium through which their works and ideas would appear, and it was hoped that a special edition would be produced at the beginning of each year dedicated to the group. Thus it was that the first genuine literary school in modern Arabic was created. In this regard the Mahjar remarkable poets such as -Amin Rihani, Khalil Jibran, Nu’aima, and Iliya Abu Madi from northern hemisphere. On the other hand, Iliyas Habib Farhat, Ma’aluf and Qunsul brothers played a significant role in standardizing the Mahjar poetry, without whose ideas and works the development of Arabic Romantic poetry inside the Arab world would certainly
have been deficient. This is an brief account, how the Mahjar poets appeared and westernized Arabic Mahjar poetry in the Americas and thereby they modernized Arabic literature and placed it in the equal position of developed literatures in the world.
2.1. Definition of Mahjar poets and its exponents:

The word "Mahjar" derived from "هجر" (abandonment) is not a new word or phenomenon that it confined merely around the literary activities of the Arab writers in the Americas. Rather, the word Mahjar is generalized to the aspects of human beings concerned for. But, here, the present search is only within the concern of Arabian aspects. That is, these are those Arabian poets who immigrated from the land of Syria, Lebanon and other Arab countries and settled in the North as well as the South Americas and produced "ادب المهاجر او شعر المهاجر" (Adab al-Mahjar or Shir-al-Mahjar) thereon.

According to M.M. Badawi, "The Mahjar movement in literature refers to the body of work produced by Diaspora writers in North and South America during the early part of the 20th century. The South American branch of the Mahjar group was centered in Brazil. On the whole, the group was more conservative than its Northern counterpart and produced few innovations that would challenge the prevailing neo-classical tradition of poetry in the Arab world."4

The North American branch of the Mahjar group was centered in New York and revolved around the forceful personality of Khalil Jibran. Unlike the Southern branch, it showed no reverence for traditional Arab culture.5

Freed from the conservative constraints of Arab world and bred on the American ideals of liberty and progress, the Northern Mahjar writers challenged
Arab cultural norms in the ways that was heretofore unimaginable. Under the influence of western Romanticism and American transcendentalism, the group inaugurated a new age of Romantic literature in the Arab world.6

The outstanding writers of Northern Americas were—Jibrān Khālīl Jibrān, Mikhail Nu’aima, Abdūl Masih Ḥaddad, Nādara Ḥaddad, Iliyās Ataullāh, Wālim Kāṭisfīlīs, Rasheed Ayūb, Nasīb Arīḍa, Wādi-ʾe- Bahūūt, Ilīyā Abū Mādi, Ameen Rihānī, Maḥbūbul Khuri al-Shartūnī, Niyāmatul Ḥaj, Asāʿād Rustūm, Masood Samahā, Niyāmatul Ḥaj, Ahmad Zākī Abū Shādī—and others.7 The first ten persons in the serial were the members of the ARBADITA, a literary school in North America, came into existence in 20th April, 1920 A. D. They manifested their individual thoughts, ideas and visions throughout their works especially in poems. They made an in-depth study of western literature and were influenced by the Poets like—long-fellow, Emerson, Poe and others. Consequently, the poetry like eulogy, satire, self-praise etc. was no longer usable into the concept of their poetry. They freed the poetic theme and language from the classical language rigidity and gave importance of vision in poetry and thereby they could able to sow the seeds of modernity into Arabic literature in general and the poetry in particular.
On the other hand, the Latin American Mahjar school was known as "العصرية الأندلسية" (Al- Usba al- Andalusiyya) or, 'the Andalusian league'. The exponents of this school were 'Iliyas Farhat', 'Rasheed Khuri', the village poets 'Fauzi Ma'aluf' (1887-1930), 'Jariz Saidah' (1893-1930), 'Shukrullah Al- Jurr' (d. 1975), 'Iliyas Qunsul' (1912-1975), 'Zaki Qunsul' (1917-1975) and others. A brief discussion will be made about the poets of both groups and their contributions to modern Arabic poetry in the next chapter.

The authoritarian Arabs on the main land tended to be critical of Mahjar poetry- its diction, grammatical license, structural flaws and deviations from the accepted norms of poetry. Other Arab writers, more tolerant of the liberties taken by the Mahjar poets were greatly impressed by the innovations in form and content and found their poems inspiring and full of imagination. This is, stated above, a brief account all about the description of the Mahjar poets in the Americas so far.

Cont.......
2.2. Reasons for Migration:

Being the people of desert the Arabs always remained thoughtful and imaginative. The scenery like the rising and setting Sun, light of the full Moon, the spacious blue Sky etc. made Arabians more intensified and enhanced their in-born qualities for poetic performance. Actually, the poetic excellence of the Arabs is an innate quality coming down to their heirs from the very beginning when the Arabic literature came into being.

The poetic spirit always remains with Arabs. It got a new spirit after the Islamic conquests. Consequently, the poets like - Abu Nuwas, Abul Atahiya, Al- Mutanabbi and others of Abbasid period could able to launch a tremendous departure in modernizing the Arabic poetry.

The Arabs wherever they went either in Spain, Europe, and Africa or in Americas produced wonderful poetry which came down to them from their ancestors. Since the end of 18th century till now the Arab writers from Syria, Lebanon and other Arab States flew to North and South Americas to get rid of many a trouble that they had been suffered from. Those who settled in New York and Washington were known as the North American Arab writers. They founded an association called "The Pen Association" run by the members like- Khalil Jibran, Nasib Arida, Mikha'il Nu`aima, Rasheed Ayyub, Abd al- Masih al- Haddad, Nadara Haddad, Walim Katisflis, Iliya Abu Madi, M`asood Samaha,
Mahbub al-Khuri al-Shartuni, Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadi, Dr. Ibrahim, Najib Arbeli, Naum Makarjal, Najib Musa Dayyab, Nazmi Naseem and others.

On the other hand, the South American emigrants settled in Sao-Paulo, capital of Brazil and Buenos Aires, capital of Argentina. They founded "The Andalusian League" therein. Its members were Nazir Zytun, Nas'ar Sama'an, Daud Shakur, Husni Gurab, Yusuf Asa'ad Ganim, Iskandar Kurbaz, Antun Saleem Sa'ad, Shukrullah Jar, Qarwi Rasheed Khuri, Shafique Ma'aluf, Sheikh Habib Masood, Tawfiq Zaun, Iliyas Farhat, Riaz Ma'aluf, Qaisar Saleem Khuri, Na'ama Qazan, Zarij Husun, Fawzi Maluf, Jurj Saidah, Zarij Saidah, Zarij Suaya, Iliyas Qansul, Zaki Qansul, Sheikh Faiz Samani, Hannan Zakhria, Wahib Andah, Eusuf Ibrahim Khuri, Musa Karim and others to be penned worthy.

The Mahjar writers in America attached with their literary activities and published newspapers, magazines and books therein. They had an eagle eye in protecting Arabic and viewed that it, being their mother tongue must not come under the sway of English in North-America and of Spanish and Portuguese in South-America. To enliven the spirit of their language one of the poets says:

لَغَةُ يُهُونُ عَلَى بِينَتِهَا يُرِواَ
(It is such a language that to behold the day of its destruction is more preferable than before seeing the day of its death).

It is well known to all that most of the Mahjar writers were belong to Christianity and hence, they had a positive attitude towards the new creed and
culture to humanity. The European propaganda coming from the end of French had not been an influential matter on them. They persuaded the Christians of Lebanon and Syria that actually they had been the children of Phoenicians and Syrians and not hailed from Arab family. The Islamic conquerors imposed their language, culture and political influence on them and thereby they lost their original identity along with their Christendom, the Greater Syria. But, inspite of this false European propaganda there the Christians comprehend themselves as Arab and the children of Gassan tribe. Hence, they became proud of their Arabic language and literature and virtually the fruitful Mahjar movement in the Americas came into being.

In ancient time too, the poets were in pursuit with some of their guides and patrons in view of their safety and security and for the purpose they used to migrate from country to country. So that, one thousand years ago Abu Tamam said:  

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{لسانى معقولاً و قلبي مقفلاً} & \\
\text{إذا بلغته الشمس ان يتحولوا} & \\
\text{و إن صريح العزم والرائى لامرى} & \\
\text{سائر و وجهى عن بلاد غسابها}
\end{aligned}
\]

(Very soon I would turn my face from the region. Wherein my tongue is stumbled and the heart is locked; 

For a man it is wise and good, when he is afflicted with smoke he must himself turn away).
It is one of the reasons which compelled the Lebanese and the Syrian poets to leave their motherland. Masood Samaha one of the Mahjar poets who describes the reasons for his migration to America in 1913 A.D. as such:\textsuperscript{11}

(1) سأترك أرض الجدود؛ ففيها حياة الجبان وموت الجری
(2) وتعلق أيدي ذوى المسر تقييد أعلام أحرارها
(3) ساضرب في الأرض؛ لاخالفا من البر أو لحج الأبهر
(4) وانزل في بلد دونه سمو المجرة والمشتري
(5) ويجرى الرخاء مع الأنهر وبذع الحناة على تربه
(6) سلام على أرض كولمبس سلام على أرضها الأتيم

1. Very soon I would leave the land of my ancestors wherein there is life to the coward and death to the brave men,
2. In it the freedom loving pens are to be banned and get it free into the hands of wealthy man,
3. Soon I would undertake a journey on earth without being afraid of vast land and huge waves of the sea,
4. I would arrive such a land to which the elevation of galaxy and Jupiter became lowered,
5. Wherein prosperous and happiness are found everywhere and flows the abundance of the life with its rivers,
6. So, greetings to the land of Columbus and then salute to its shining territory!

The poet Shukrullah Jar said at his departure to the land of South America:

(Would that it had been known to me that will the emigrant be fortunate at what he intends through migration?)

In this connection a Syrian Mahjar poet says:

(i.e. we arrived here to find out our asylums and livelihood.)

Hence, it is clear that most of the migrants migrated to America in quest of justice, freedom and livelihood. But, there were some immigrants who came to U.S.A. only to acquire adventure and an extra-ordinary impression to be had from it. So, Iliya Abu Madi describes such kind of migration as like the high soaring eagle that hovers in the vast atmosphere and by this flight their hopes escape from the prison of clay (earth) and become a prey of concealed pearls. Therefore, addressing his birth place Lebanon, he says:

(1) لبنان! لاتطل بنتك إذا هموا
(2) لم يهجروك مللالة، لكنهم
(3) لا يقعنون من العلا بالدون
(4) والنشر لأبرضي السجون و ان تكون ذهباً فكيف محاسب من طين

35
1) O Lebanon! Don’t blame your children while they rode all the ships way to the heaven (elevation).
2) For they have not left you being disgusted rather they have been made to prey the hidden pearls.
3) While you created them high soaring eagle flying in the height hence, they do not agree with landing down leaving the elevation.
4) The high soaring eagle never satisfied with the golden prison then how it will be contented in the clay of prison.
5) The earth is for the insects whereupon they roam while the sky is for the hawks and falcons.

As mentioned earlier that the migration of the Arabs to America occurred due to the unfair situation of their motherland, financial straits and political crisis. In this connection the following verses of Shukrullah Jar can be cited:

1) إيه لبنان يشهد الله اننا ما هجرتاك عن قلى وصلاه
2) انا اصبح المقام بارض الاز للحر ذلة ومعابه
3) كيف لا هجر الأبناء مكانا ملأ اليس جوز ورحابه

1) O Lebanon, Allah will provide evidence that I have not left you due to my unhappy and displeasure;

2) (Reason is that) to live in the land of Cedar for a brave and liberal man has become a matter of defect and disgrace;
3) Then, why not the lofty minded people will leave such a place that the disappointment has filled its space and atmosphere?

Ahmad Abu Zaki Shadi, an Egyptian Mahjar poet, felt regret of humility (strangeness) in his motherland—i.e. he did not find any associate whose thoughts and ideologies could able to satisfy him. So, he left his birth place in 1946 and settled in America. He expresses his longings towards motherland in this way:

أقصى على الحز من فقدان ناظره

(i.e. The thinking of wretchedness in the land of majesty,

It is more disliked for a brave man than becoming blind.)

The above mentioned reasons, for what the Lebanese and Syrian poets migrated to America and settled therein, are found copiously in their poetry. In short, it can be described in this way— that during the Turkish reign in Syria and Lebanon the financial, political, social, cultural and religious conditions were too piteous which compelled its poets and authors to undertake such an adventurous immigration in the strange land of America.

This Diaspora was not but the result of atrocities of Turkish monks. Consequently, safety and peace was lost, anarchy and insecurity prevailed all over the country, not having the means of teaching and learning and thereby to earn the livelihood was a burning problem.

Cont........
2.3. Thoughts and Ideologies of Mahjar Poets:

There is a difference between the Christian poets who had been educated by missionaries and who had one to Egypt, and their compatriots who immigrated to America: the former had to moderate their Christian influence upon diction, symbols and ideas, whereas the latter were able to develop this influence to the full. In Muslim societies which venerated its literary tradition and poetic heritage, the Christian poets were obliged to serve prevailing literary taste in order to survive and to be accepted. The freedom which the Mahjarites enjoyed and their partial seclusion within an American Christian society which was struggling to stem the tide of materialism and agnosticism, uninfluenced by a conventional society such as the Egyptian, cleared the way for such a revolution.

Thus, in Mahjar poetry, the Christian tradition in literature, which had flowed from the influence of the Western missionaries, was not fractures, as happened with the Christian emigrants to Egypt. The features of Christian Arabic style with its emphasis on clarity rather than eloquence, its grammatical correctness, simple diction influenced by Biblical style, a tendency to use new words appearing in colloquial expressions to replace the hackneyed and obsolete pseudo-classical expressions, its sincerity in expressing deep religious emotions, were the main features of Mahjar literature.17

The Arabic Mahjar literature in America got its immense and swift development that had not been witnessed ever earlier. The development of Arabic
literature in the Arab world was in slow motion but deliberately. When the Mahjar literature got the bounce in its development, then the Arabic literature sprang up and could able to reach to its culmination as it was in the parallel position of developed world literatures. The outstanding features of Mahjar literature are as follows:

1) **Free from the ancient rigidity** (التحرر من قيود القديم):

   In view of freeing the Arabic literature from the ancient rigidity there had been continued attacks against it as well as the whole structure of Arabic literature, but, there was no any change to the trend of its modernization. Nevertheless, by the passing of time Arabic literature became free from the bondage of imitation and rigidity introducing new thoughts and ideologies to the human life. Actually, the unfamiliar words and ancient out dated style which prevented the progress of this literature and thus its movements became paralyzed.

   The Mahjar literature particularly the North American Arabic Association "AR- RABITA AL- QALAMIYYAH) brought the treasure house of vast thoughts, the liberal human compassion and the substantial energy to the souls of which echoes are not but the means of joy to the souls of the minds of a musician fastening him vigorously to its innovations and colours appealing to the human mind to a great extend that had not been ever produced in the Arab world."
2) Gravity of individual viewpoint (الطابع الشخصي):

The Mahjar literature is considered on its authors' personalities. The vital traits of the litterateurs are expressed in it. The positions of the Mahjar authors are determined on the basis of individual shares and what they endeavoured in the development of the aims and objectives of the Mahjar literature. The literary features of each of them are of different. Each of them focuses himself independently from others following the particular character in his thoughts and ideologies.

The marks of distinguishing personalities were the lofty attributions attributed to the concerned authors. The Mahjar litterateurs were not concerned amongst them- because, they were divided into two groups of languages- i.e. the poetic language and the prosaic language. Their languages always remained a source of consolation with the acute interpretations, pictorials and thoughts. Its prose style turned into a beautiful poem having musicians' appeal in them. They tried their best efforts in moulding exact words and let them sweet echoes to pacify the readers' mind.

It was Jibran Khalil Jibran who described the words with a spirit of rebellious and agitated way against all the traditional rules and regulations. Fauzi M'aluf attributed with clear explanations, beauty of comparisons, metaphors, and acuteness of thoughts and fine choice of the words which indicate on its meaning keeping in view with the conservative measures in respect of clear poetic
interpretations. On the other hand, Mikhail Nu’aima attributed with a beautiful plain language and his emotional meditations, while al- Qarawi ascribed with the melting feelings in his longings and his ever outburst for patriotism.

3) Longing for the motherland (الحنين إلى الوطن):

The Arab Mahjar nostalgia for motherland played a major role in modern Arabic literature. It can be highlighted with vehemence, sternness and profoundness in the North as well as the South American poetry. The Lebanese and Syrian Arabs who migrated from their birth place bearing longings with them which were more spacious than the atmosphere. They left behind the tearing, forbearance and the spirituality which made them dandled.

The Mahjar authors had to be clashed with material clamors and the troublesome instrumental life which the Arab world had never witnessed. Na’ma Qazan (نامعة قازان) says in his Mu’allaqat (الآذار) (The Cedar):

وقلت مع الله في قريتي فصارت بلا الله في غربتي
(I was with Allah in my native land,
And I have become without Him in my alien).

Verily the strange life had burnt to ashes the longings of the emigrants. So, they had unlimited longings towards the East, their motherland. Hence, it
compelled them to compose poetry being burnt in melancholy, suffered from pang of mind, infuriated with feelings and the ghost like magicians.\textsuperscript{20}

4) The spiritual meditation (التأمل):

As for the spiritual meditation is concerned- the North American Mahjar writers- such as Khalil Jibran, Mikhail Nu’aima, Nasib Arida and Iliya Abu Madi had contributed a lot of contribution in this field and thereby (AR-RABITA AL-QALAMIYYA) eliminates the Mahjar movement to a great extent. It has an outstanding majesty which distinguishes it from the Mahjar literature as well as the whole Arabic literature of past and present.

“The spiritual contemplation” (The spiritual contemplation) is also to be noticed in Fauzi Maluf’s odes entitled- “شعة الرياح” (on the carpet of Air) and “punishment of flame”) are the more delicate poems of modern Arabic poetry. “بين الطفولة و الشباب” (Between the childhood and youthful) is one of the wonderful odes composed by Iliyas Farhat.

As for Mikhail Nu’aima is concerned, his all poems are of spiritual meditative and also most of his prose works are of this kind. “المواقب” (The Procession), composed by Jibran Khalil Jibran, deals with the philosophy of human life. It is a collection of two hundred and three verses.\textsuperscript{21}

6) Inclination towards humanity- (النزعة الإنسانية):

The Mahjar litterateurs tried their level best in enhancing the true love to all the existed and non-existed beings and their earnestness for the absolute good to all the creatures.
All the members of "AR- RABITA- AL- QALAMIYYA" were attributed with the attribution of humanity. To them, the value of humanity cannot be enhanced without a free and blissful motherland where the human feelings of the dominated and degraded people changed towards the vicious adversity. So, keeping in view, the weak and oppressed people should be brought under the shadow of justice and humanity. The concept of human feelings and the effective deeds in collaboration are very essential to make the lofty edifice of humanity. It is the main proof of vast human love. The sympathized and affectionate call – such as "يا أختي"; "يا رفيقي" published in Mahjar Arabic literature, touched the core of the heart and thereby took the birth of affection and love therein. Thus, the Mahjar poetry became high interpreting about the inclination of liberal and an exemplary universal life of humanity.²²

The Mahjar litterateurs in general and the members of the "AR- RABITA AL- QALAMIYYA" in particular were the sincere sons and lovers of nature. They had profound feelings, love and union with it. It was a quite new way of thinking to them. A new thing – that mingled with the sweetness of Sufism. Love to nature is a spiritual growth which can influence into the mind of an echoing dreamer. It flows with sweetness, happiness and soars high with the spirit over the delusive cosmos and the bondage of material possessions.²³

7) **Interpretational simplicity and the musical delicacy** –

Nobody can escape from the troublesome of the poetry. "Poetry is the art of life, neither is it mannerism nor the custom" – this popular belief became deep
rooted in the minds of Mahjar litterateurs. To them simplicity, delicacy and musical appeal are the fundamental pillars of poetry and arts as well. That was why, what their poetry possessed became fast and more significant and the style of their prose writings is equally easy and endear to the readers of the East (Arab World) as well as the Mahjar. This faith, by the passing of time, is on the race and prevails over the Arab World reaching to its high water-mark of development and it was the main target of the Mahjar poets and litterateurs.  

Religious freedom is a dominating theory that happened in Mahjar literature either it had been the principle tenets of idealism, sectarianism and socialism or the expression and the art of speech. The religious freedom has a great and effective influence. It is one of the fundamental elements which make the Mahjar literature successful with esteem and wonder in every place. Hence, there was freedom of thoughts, ideology, argument and interpretation for the majesty of religion among the Mahjar litterateurs keeping away from the spirit of fanaticism and rigidity, the blind support originates from the interpretations and explanations of the religious books, the falsehood and the heedless sectarianism and the religious fights. As one of the Mahjar poets utters:

```
أعطي الناس وأغرق فالتغنا خير الصلاة
وأتين الناس يبقى بعد أن تفشي الحياة
```

(Remoteness provides me a source of spiritual melody,
And the spiritual melody is superior to the prayer;
While the pangs of separation remain with me,
After being the life in a rest forever).
9) **Portrayal and the description** (الوصف و التصوير):

The Mahjar school relied to a great extend upon the beauty of representation (i.e. the portrayal and the description) in poetry and prose as well—inspite of having human liberty, acute feelings of daily life, the human society, the union between burning feelings and the guided thinking for freedom, the fruitful winged phantasm with profoundness and vitality. It is noteworthy that both the portrayal and the description had the tremendous influence all over the past Arabic literature.26

10) **The de – facto Character** (الطباع الواقعي):

Literature is a mirror of human life wherein it soars within the state and scope of it or as like it. Mikhail Nu`aima said: "An ever watchful observes and then permits, while a heart throbs with the throbbing of life wherein it has been changed as to touch the distress of souls," and the literature which portraits the perceptible de- facto matters with the artistic expression and then its message reaches to the society being provided with conviction and the beauty of arts.

According to Dr. Taha Hussain: "The arts, is not but it is the progress with belongings of the practical human life without having out from it." Further, both of them said: "Verily the exemplary beauty has become more weak than the human condolence happened from the catastrophe of life, and the human life is more affluence, diversified and significant than a piece of thoughts or, one of the dreams or, a concealed whisperings."27
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